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The promise…
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March 2015

Fortune (2015)
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The reality…
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Tesla‘s latest „Full Self-Driving“ update 
recognizes supermarket flags in the 

wind as switching traffic lights

TESLA  PERCEPTION MISCLASSIFICATION

Evgeny Becker, LinkedIn (2020)

2020
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The reality…
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Tesla‘s latest „Full Self-Driving“ update 
recognizes traffic lights mounted on 
trailer while going 130 km/h on the 

highway

TESLA  PERCEPTION MISCLASSIFICATION

Twitter (2021)

2021
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The reality…
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Tesla's „Full Self-Driving“ system slowing 
down vehicle after mistaking the moon for 

a yellow traffic light

TESLA  PERCEPTION MISCLASSIFICATION

NDTV (2021)

2021






The reality…
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Tesla‘s latest „Full Self-Driving“ update 
recognizes horse-drawn coach as 

pedestrian, vehicle or truck.

TESLA  PERCEPTION MISCLASSIFICATION

LinkedIn (2022)

2022
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What do all these cases have in 
common?
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They demonstrate the barrier of meaning 
in task-based AI –

and that cannot just be 
engineered away
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Barrier of meaning 1/3
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Twitter (2022)

Key challenge: Context
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Barrier of meaning 2/3
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Ralph Aboujaoude Diaz (2022)

Key challenge: 
Ambiguity
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Barrier of meaning 3/3
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Bevan Hurley (2022)

Key challenge: 
Compositionality
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Barrier of meaning in practice: AI systems are easily fooled –
unwillingly and  – even worse – willfully
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Statistical curve-fitters perceive the world in a completely different ways as humans –

which opens the door for profound manipulation

Julia Pfeifer (2016) Motortalk (2018)

Speed limit 50 or 
20 mph?

Speed limit 
applicable?

Cornell University (2018) Cornell University (2020)

WillfullyUnwillingly
TRAFFIC SIGN REFLECTIONS SPEED LIMITS ON TRUCKS 45 MP/H SPEED LIMIT ADVERSARIAL PATCHES
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Julia Pfeifer (2016): https://www.mauritius-images.com/en/asset/ME-PI-10226361_mauritius_images_bildnummer_10535328_50-kilometer-per-hour-traffic-speed-sign-on-an-urban-street-reflected-in-a-puddle-of-water-on-the-sidewalkMotor-Talk (2018) https://www.motor-talk.de/forum/zig-limitaufkleber-am-heck-was-bedeuten-diese-t6458307.htmlhttps://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.08945.pdf
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What is happening?



Supervised Learning is trapped in the training data set – Neural 
Networks struggle with transfer of knowledge
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Due to fixed inputs and 
outputs, the learning 

process within supervised 
learning is trapped in a 

pre-defined training set!

Fixed
Input

Variable
Parameters

Fixed
Output

Supervised Learners
(e.g. Neural Networks)

Then, we run a machine-learning algorithm against the training set to construct a 
model, a block box, that predicts what we already know.

Meredith Broussard (2018)
„“

Supervised learners cannot extrapolate – that means they cannot 
handle new situations (outside their training space) by adapting 
previously learned inputs
Melanie Mitchell (2020)

…but no ability of extrapolation

Supervised learning just has the ability of 
interpolation
Deep neural networks are doing well with classification within 
known training space (within known classes) and with similarity 
between training and testing data, even with examples which are 
never seen before
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https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1801/1801.00631.pdfhttps://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.02175.pdfhttps://stackoverflow.com/questions/18310293/extrapolation-with-recurrent-neural-networkMeredith Broussard (2018), p. 103https://melaniemitchell.me/PapersContent/AIMagazine2020.pdf



Ultimately, learning in Neural Networks is curve-fitting
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OUTPUT 
LAYER 2

INPUT 
LAYER

e.g. pixels

e.g. numbers

Real Output

Desired 
Output

C (w0, w1,...,wx+b) = 
Cost

w
w = min

C

Cost Function = calculates the Cost 
within the network by comparing real 

with desired output

Cost =
Differences between real output and 

desired output

Gradient Descent =
Find the steepest descent (negative 

gradient) to decrease the cost function 
(C) by adjusting weights (w) and biases

Activation Functions
Sigmoid

Tangens hyperbolicus

Rectified linear unit 
(ReLU)
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“Learning“ in Deep Learning = Minimizing a Cost Function
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Neural networks use statistics, they are model blind and cannot 
distinguish correlation from causality
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Neural networks are collectively impressive, individually unreliable.

The Big Data 
Paradox:

“Too much 
information tends 

to behave 
like very little 
information”
Calude and Longo 2017

Correlation ≠ Causation
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Douglas Heaven (2019): https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03013-5#:~:text=AlphaZero's%20algorithm%20can%20be%20trained,of%20ridiculous%2C%E2%80%9D%20says%20Finn.



Not all relevant knowledge stems from observation

17Sources: Medium (2022)

Commonsense knowledge cannot be learned, but is based on “previously universally valid 
cognitive templates* that we don’t even learn at all. […]”

“knowing that the circumference
of a circle is 2*PI*r”

 learned by “being told” / deduction

vs

example

“knowing how to play guitar”
 learned by experience (observation)
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Medium, Sep 2022: https://medium.com/ontologik/why-is-learning-so-missundrstood-97a98e42a9f6Medium, July 2022: https://medium.com/ontologik/childhood-occurs-before-adulthood-awards-and-misguided-hype-aside-ai-is-on-the-wrong-side-of-the-bd0118663e76Medium, Aug 2022:https://medium.com/ontologik/why-commonsense-knowledge-is-not-and-can-not-be-learned-c0a0ea5f46cf



Unlike AI, humans are good at knowledge transfer – they can use 
commonsense, logic, analogies and inference
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CHESS GO

Similarities:
› Two players
› Rule-based (static rules)
› Board game
› Perfect Information
› Two-colored playing field
› Finite number of moves
› Finite number of fields
› Well-defined moves per game piece
› Reliable prediction possible

(‘closed world’)

No transfer

X

DeepMind AlphaZero’s algorithm can be trained to play both Go and chess, but not both at once.
Retraining a model’s connections and responses so that it can win at chess resets any previous experience it had of Go. 

If you think about it from the perspective of a human, this is kind of ridiculous.
People don’t forget what they’ve learnt so easily.

Douglas Heaven (2019)

“ „
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Douglas Heaven (2019): https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03013-5#:~:text=AlphaZero's%20algorithm%20can%20be%20trained,of%20ridiculous%2C%E2%80%9D%20says%20Finn.



Basically, common sense is a model of the 
world, which is commonly shared, partially 
innate and updated continuously over time – we 

cannot describe it and take it for granted.
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* ”DALL-E 2 is the new revolutionary text to image generator from OpenAI. It allows users to create images based on text prompts. This generator uses an artificial intelligence called GPT-3, which is able to understand the meaning of input words (natural language inputs) and render them into images. By using this generator, users can turn their own creative ideas into vivid pictures.” - Vanessa Arnold (2022)Aditya Ramesh et al. (2022): https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.06125Vanessa Arnold (2022): https://neuroflash.com/blog/dalle-2-open-ai/Melanie Mitchell (2019): https://99percentinvisible.org/episode/the-eliza-effect/transcript/Irina Blok (2022): https://garymarcus.substack.com/p/form-function-and-the-giant-gulf



Despite generative approaches, models still rely on gradient-based 
learning, with no common sense
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AI systems are missing a model of the world, common sense, reasoning and ability to understand complex 
phenomena, like time, space and physics.

Irina Blok (2022)

“A coffee cup with 
many holes”

DALL-E EXAMPLE:
GENERATED IMAGE BASED ON TEXT

No comprehension & reasoning 
due to missing

model of the world

Correct depiction of example 
would require concept of 

”container”.

Human ability of reasoning 
based on radically 

incomplete information 
requires complex rule 
& knowledge-based 

system, e.g. for 
understanding concept of 

“container”
Ernest Davis, Gary Marcus,

et al. (2017)
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* ”DALL-E 2 is the new revolutionary text to image generator from OpenAI. It allows users to create images based on text prompts. This generator uses an artificial intelligence called GPT-3, which is able to understand the meaning of input words (natural language inputs) and render them into images. By using this generator, users can turn their own creative ideas into vivid pictures.” - Vanessa Arnold (2022)Aditya Ramesh et al. (2022): https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.06125Vanessa Arnold (2022): https://neuroflash.com/blog/dalle-2-open-ai/Melanie Mitchell (2019): https://99percentinvisible.org/episode/the-eliza-effect/transcript/Irina Blok (2022): https://garymarcus.substack.com/p/form-function-and-the-giant-gulfErnest Davis, Gary Marcus (2017): https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0004370217300383
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What does this mean for 
mobility scenarios?



The limitations of Deep Supervised Learning lead to three definite 
prerequisites of AD systems

22

Environment 
Restriction

1

Specific Operational 
Conditions:
› Weather
› Geography
› Driving speed
› Roadways

Supporting Technologies:
› Lidar
› HD maps
› V2X connectivity

Auxiliary Technologies

2

Human as central part of 
the equation:
› Safety driver
› Remote teleoperator
› Remote Supervision

Human
Supervision

3

“ODD defines the limits within which the driving automation system is designed to operate, and as such, will only operate 
when the parameters described within the ODD are satisfied.” (SAE, 2021)

AD systems require limitations, specified within their Operational Design Domain (ODD)
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Operational Design Domain:
“…operating conditions under which a given driving automation system or feature thereof is specifically designed to function, 

including, but not limited to, environmental, geographical, and time-of-day restrictions, and/or the requisite presence or absence of 
certain traffic or roadway characteristics.”

SAE (2018)

Exemplary ODD restrictions:

Weather:
System can just function with clear 

sight and at daylight conditions

Geography:
System can just function in clear 

defined geofenced area (e.g. specific 
city area)

Driving Speed:
System can just function in driving 

speeds up to 60 km/h

Roadway:
System can just function on streets 
with structurally separated driving 
lanes where no pedestrians have 

access

Each company can define its own ODDs under which its self-driving systems can operate. There is no 
standardization in place and therefore ODDs can vary from system to system.

AD can just be realized in certain operational design domains and 
their restrictions
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/326543176_Operational_Design_Domain_for_Automated_Driving_Systems_-_Taxonomy_of_Basic_Termshttps://lance-eliot.medium.com/key-to-driverless-cars-operational-design-domains-odd-heres-what-they-are-woes-too-a0f1059e0bdbhttps://www.aitrends.com/selfdrivingcars/amalgamating-of-operational-design-domains-odds-for-ai-self-driving-cars/https://www.sae.org/standards/content/j3016_201806/



Level 5 is a mission impossible – driving anytime, anyplace would 
require Human-Level Intelligence
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Automated driving features –
You are not driving 

(e.g. L3 highway pilot,
L4 driverlass taxi) 

AREA OF POSSIBLE APPLICATION

L1 L2 L3 L5

Driver has to drive
when system requests to

Restricted to specific ODD*
(not anywhere)

On-road
(anywhere), driver-

manageable

Driver support features –
You are driving 

(e.g. warning, emergency braking, lane 
keeping assist, traffic jam pilot)

SAE
Levels

Description

Driver 
Responsibility

Environmental 
Restrictions

* Operational Design Domain: Operating conditions under which a given driving automation system or feature is specifically designed to 
function including geographic & environmental restrictions + traffic & roadway characteristics
** Artificial Intelligence

L4L4

Driver is 
able to 
drive

Level of 
Intelligence

Task-based AI**
(Narrow) General AI**

WAYMO LEVEL 4 
DRIVERLESS TAXI 

(HD mapped city area + remote operation center)

MERCEDES-BENZ LEVEL 3 
DRIVE PILOT

(specific highways, only up to 60 km/h)

LEVELS OF DRIVING AUTOMATION

Private Ownership

Liability Driver
is liable

OEM
is liable

Driverless 
(no driver intervention

in the car needed or possible)

Access Economy



Although no level 5 – AD has several high potential business 
applications

25* Geographic & environmental restrictions + traffic & roadway characteristics

Driver
Independence

No limitations
(any place, any 

condition)

Driver in the car has to 
constantly monitor 

vehicle actions

No driver or teleoperator 
needed (any time)

Highly restricted 
Operational Design 

Domain (ODD) 

Operational*
Independence

L5

L4 Gated 
Logistics

L4 Last-Mile 
Delivery

L2 Driver 
Support

L4 Agri-
Logistics 

L3 Highway 
Pilot

L4 Ride 
Hailing

B2C

B2B

High potential

Low potential

Access Economy

Private Ownership

Commercial
Ownership

Driver-less 
Valet 

ParkingIncreased dependence on operational restrictions* / 
HD maps / add. sensory, but less dependence on AI
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GOOD NEWS FOR ESTABLISHED 
OEMS

Ownership model still intact

Monetization of incremental 
AD features

Large fleets to harvest a diverse 
set of big data
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Thank You!
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Backup



Latest cognitive models use multi-module architecture
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Yann LeCun (2022) - Link
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Tobias Gutmann (2022)

Text to speech: “A salmon swimming 
down the river“

A text-to-image model is a machine learning model 
that takes a natural language description as input and 

produces an image that matches that description.

The development of such models began in the mid-
2010s as a result of advances in deep neural networks, 

and is advancing quite fast. 

However, of course, there are still many shortcomings -
as this funny image illustrates.

Barrier of meaning – text to speech
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Training of AI models is based on brute force computing requiring 
large volume of data
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BRUTE FORCE COMPUTINGLARGE/SPECIFIC DATASETS 

Major AI achievements are often based on sheer computing power:
The amount of computational power used to train the largest AI models 
doubles every 3.4 months

Example:
Facebook requires huge processing power worth $4,1 million in hardware (32 CPUs 
+ 256 P100 GPUs) for one-hour training of a neural net image classifier based on 
ImageNet

Huge amount of real-world data with specific properties is required 
for training a neural net image classifier:
› Training data typically 10x bigger than number of parameters of a neural net
› Data is split between training and testing to reduce overfitting
› High variety of example within various classes is needed

Gonfalonierie (2019), Kelly (2016), Shrivastava (2017), Seif (2018), Hu Xu, et al. (2018)

Example:
ImageNet (dataset for computer vision): 14 million labelled images, 21,841 
subcategories, 27 high level categories

OpenAI (2018), You et.al (2018)

+

AI models are hungry for data and computational power and try to simulate quality 
through quantity
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AI systems struggle with object permanence, so tracking an object 
over time

31

Without spatial and physical understanding, the car stops 
to exist as soon as it is occluded by the truck. Humans 
think and memorize in scenes (episodes) and thus are 
familiar with the case of temporarily occluded objects. 

AB

?

TO FOLLOW THE COURSE OF THE CAR YOU NEED 
OBJECT PERMANENCE & OBJECT TRACKING

Four obstacles to common sense reasoning:
1. Occluded object vision
2. Object permanence
3. Imagination of the unseen
4. Episodic memory

Object permanence becomes important in dynamic environments. It cannot be studied in still images. Once videos are 
concerned, the problem rapidly gains importance. Autonomous driving is “the literally killer problem 

with object permanence”.
(Ken Ryu, Medium, 2016)
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